BBC COUNTRY PROFILE WORKSHEET

Use the BBC Country Profiles Page For This Exercise: http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/country_profiles/default.stm  .

African Countries
§	(Algeria):  Algeria gained its independence from this European nation in 1962 after a bitter decade-long war in which approximately 1 million Algerians died.  _________________
§	(Angola):  This European nation retained colonial control of Angola until 1975.  _____________________
§	(Angola):  The long 27-year-old civil war in Angola only came to an end in 2002 after the death of this Unita rebel leader.  ________________________
§	(Cameroon):  Continuing political and language divisions remain in Cameroon as a legacy of its 1961 independence, which brought together colonies of France and __________________ into one country.
§	(Central African Republic):  One of Africa’s most notorious dictators, he ruled the Central African Republic from 1965 to 1979, modelling himself on Napoleon and declaring himself emperor.  _________________________
§	(Chad):  He ruled as President of Chad from 1990 until his death in April 2021 in a military operation against rebels.  _____________________
§	(Chad):  Chad is divided between a Christian south and a _______________ north.
§	(Republic of Congo):  The capital of the Republic of Congo is named after this French explorer, who negotiated an agreement to establish a French protectorate.  __________________________________
§	(Democratic Republic of Congo):  He became President in 2001 after the assassination of his father and ruled until 2019.  _____________________
§	(Democratic Republic of Congo):  After seizing power in 1965 at a time when the Democratic Republic in Congo was called Zaire, he ruled as an American-leaning autocrat until 1997.  _________________________
§	(Democratic Republic of Congo):  This European monarch ran Congo in the late nineteenth century as a colony.  ___________________________
§	(Eritrea):  Eritrea won its independence from this nation in 1993 after a 30-year war.  ____________________
§	(Ghana):  Ghana became the first sub-Saharan African nation to gain its independence when it broke away from this European colonial power in 1957.  ________________
§	(Ghana):  This independence hero inspired other African anti-colonial movements but became an authoritarian leader himself.  ________________________
§	(Ivory Coast):  He helped lead the independence struggle against France and held power from the time of its independence in 1960 until 1993.  ____________________________________
§	(Kenya):  After helping to lead the nation to independence from its British colonial master in 1963, he dominated the political life of Kenya through the 1970s.  _______________________________
§	(Kenya: Read full timeline):  What was the name of the secret Kikuyu guerrilla group that organized an insurgency against British colonial rule in the 1950s.  _______________________
§	(Kenya: Read full timeline):  He ruled as President in Kenya from 1978 until 2002, including more than one decade of one-party rule.  _____________________
§	(Kenya: Read full timeline):  A September 2013 terrorist attack by the Somalia-based militants al-Shabab at the Westgate shopping center in this city killed more than 60 people.  _____________________
§	(Liberia):  True or False – Unlike neighboring Sierra Leone, which was founded in part by freed British slaves, this West African nation’s founding is connected with freed American and Caribbean slaves.  _______________
§	(Liberia):  She became the first woman to be elected as an African head of state when she became President in 2005 at the end of a bitter civil war that killed 250,000.  _________________________________________
§	(Liberia):  Liberia was the epicenter of a west African epidemic outbreak of this disease in 2013-2016 that killed 11,300.  __________________
§	(Mali):  Troops from this former colonial power intervened militarily at the government’s request after Islamists seized parts of Mali in 2012.  _________________
§	(Morocco):  Morocco is the most westerly of the North African countries known as this, literally “the Arab West.”  ___________________
§	(Morocco):  Morocco was a protectorate of this European nation from 1912 to 1956.  ______________________
§	(Morocco):  True or False – Morocco is ruled as a monarchy.  ___________
§	(Morocco):  Morocco has faced a continuing guerrilla insurgency in this region, which it annexed in 1975-76.  ___________________________
§	(Mozambique):  What was discovered off Mozambique’s coast in 2011?  _____________________
§	(Mozambique):  The ruling party in Mozambique, they were victorious over the rival rebel movement Renamo in the country’s long civil war that lasted from 1975 to 1992.  __________________
§	(Mozambique):  The leader of Mozambique’s independence movement, his widow married Nelson Mandela late in life.  _______________________
§	(Nigeria):  True or False – Nigeria’s current President Muhammad Buhari became the first to rise to rule through a peaceful transfer of power.  ___________
§	(Nigeria):  Nigeria was torn apart in a 1967 civil war as this region tried to secede as an independent republic.  ___________________
§	(Nigeria):  The most high-profile act of this jihadist group was the 2014 kidnapping of 200 schoolgirls.  _______________________
§	(Rwanda):  In 1994, some 800,000 Rwandans died in 100 days as ethnic ___________________ killed ___________________.
§	(Rwanda):  He has been President of Rwanda since 2000.  ________________________________
§	(Rwanda):  Rwanda’s invasion of this country in 1996 became the catalyst for a multi-nation war sometimes referred to as the African World War.  ___________________________________
§	(Senegal):  An independence leader, he became Senegal’s first President and led the country for two decades.  ______________________________
§	(Sierra Leone):  These illicit gems helped fuel a bitter civil war that ended in 2002.  ______________________
§	(Somalia):  Somalia was created in 1960 from a former British protectorate and a colony of this European nation.  _______________
§	(Somalia):  Somalia collapsed into anarchy in 1991 following the overthrow of this authoritarian leader.  _________________________
§	(Somalia):  This jihadist group has fueled an insurgency in Somalia since 2007.  ____________________________
§	(South Sudan):  When did South Sudan gain its independence?  ____________
§	(Sudan):  This region of Sudan is predominantly Muslim.  ____________
§	(Sudan):  The conflict in this western section of Sudan drove 2 million people from their homes and resulted in more than 200,000 deaths.  _____________
§	(Sudan):  The long-time authoritarian leader of Sudan, he was subject to an arrest warrant for crimes against humanity in 2009 and was overthrown as President in 2019.  ______________________________
§	(Tanzania):  The controversial President of Tanzania, he died in early 2021, perhaps of Covid-related complications.  ________________________
§	(Tanzania):  Britain took over control of the future Tanzania from this nation in 1916.  __________________
§	(Tanzania):  The first prime minister of Tanzania, he was a particularly influential independence leader.  ________________________
§	(Uganda):  What European nation did Uganda gain its independence from in 1962?  ______________________
§	(Uganda):  Hundreds of thousands of Ugandans died and thousands of Asians were expelled from the country during this man’s dictatorial military rule in the 1970s.  ____________________
§	(Uganda):  He has ruled Uganda since seizing power in 1986.  _____________________________
§	(Uganda):  These rebels gained international attention before being expelled from Uganda in 2008.  _______________________________
§	(Zambia):  This commodity rests at the heart of Zambia’s economy.  _______________
§	(Zimbabwe):  A key independence fighter, he dominated Zimbabwe’s politics from the time of independence until his forced resignation in 2017.  _______________________________
§	(Zimbabwe):  This political party has ruled Zimbabwe since independence.  _______________________
§	(Zimbabwe: Read Full Timeline)  What was the name of the future Zimbabwe at the time that Prime Minister Ian Smith and a white supremacist government declared independence from Britain in 1965.  ______________________________

European Countries
§	(Albania):  During the Cold War, Albania was a Stalinist state under the long-time control of this dictator.  _______________________
§	(Albania):  The majority of Albanians are followers of which world religion?  ___________________
§	(Armenia):  Since its 1991 independence from the Soviet Union, Armenia has been engaged in a long-running dispute with its neighbor Azerbaijan over which contested region?  ___________________________
§	(Armenia):  This World War I-era catastrophe has framed Armenian history and identity ever since.  ____________________________
§	(Austria)  True or False – Austria was firmly within the Western alliance during the Cold War years.  _________________
§	(Belarus)  The leader of Belarus since 1994, he is sometimes described as Europe’s last dictator.  ________________________________
§	(Belgium):  Belgium is divided between the mainly ____________-speaking north and the mainly _______________-speaking south.
§	(Belgium):  True or False – Brussels serves as the headquarters for both the European Union and NATO.  _______________
§	(Croatia)  True or False – Although it was one of the countries to emerge from the 1990s-era breakup of Yugoslavia, in Croatia’s case this was achieved peacefully.  _______________
§	(Croatia):  The authoritarian nationalist leader who ruled Croatia for almost a decade after its 1991 independence.  _________________________
§	(Croatia):  Croatia became one of the six republics of the Yugoslav socialist federation established by this leader at the end of World War II.  ______________
§	(Cyprus):  Cyprus has been divided since 1974 between governments backed by these two rival European nations.  ________________; _______________
§	(Cyprus):  What is the name given to the UN-patrolled dividing line between the two Cypruses?  ___________________
§	(Cyprus):  What European nation ruled Cyprus between 1914 and 1960?  ________________
§	(Czech Republic):  What is the name given to the 1989 revolution that ended Soviet control?  _______________________
§	(Czech Republic):  Who was the dissident playwright who became the most famous leader of that revolution?  _____________________
§	(Czech Republic):  What was the name given to the subsequent January 1993 split of Czechoslovakia into two nations, the Czech Republic and Slovakia?  _________________________
§	(Czech Republic):  What was the name given to the 1968 social movement in support of liberal reforms?  ___________________________
§	(Czech Republic):  What communist was the most famous leader of that movement?  ___________________________
§	(Finland):  When did Finland gain its independence?  ________________
§	(Finland):  Elected in 2019 at the age of 34, she is Finland’s youngest ever Prime Minister.  _______________________
§	(Finland):  The Finns Fought the 1939 Winter War against which nation?  _____________________
§	(Finland):  True or False – Finland is a member of the European Union.  __________
§	(Finland):  True or False – Finland is a member of NATO.  ___________
§	(France):  He was elected President of France in 2017 after a run-off election against his far-right opponent Marine Le Pen.  ______________________
§	(France):  True or False – The Nazis occupied all of France during World War II.  ____________
§	(France):  This World War II general returned to power in 1958 under a strengthened Presidency with the founding of the Fifth Republic.  _____________________
§	(Georgia):  When did Georgia gain its independence?  ________________
§	(Georgia):  Russian support for these two breakaway regions in Georgia led to a brief war in 2008.  __________________; _______________________
§	(Georgia):  This famous Georgian was born Iosif Dzhugashvili in 1879.  ________________________
§	(Georgia – Read Full Timeline):  This bloodless 2003 protest ousted President Eduard Shevardnadze, the long-time head of the Georgian Communist Party, and replaced him with Mikhail Saakashvili.  ________________________
§	(Germany):  She ruled as chancellor as head of the Christian Democrats from 2005 until 2021.  _____________________
§	(Germany):  This Social Democratic chancellor established relations with East Germany in 1970 in an effort to ease Cold War tensions.  ________________
§	(Germany):  In what year did the Berlin Wall go up?  _____________  In which year was it torn down?  ______________
§	(Germany):  In what year was West Germany and East Germany unified as a single state?  ________________
§	(Germany – Read Full Timeline):  This post-World War I republic lasted from 1919 until 1933.  ________________________
§	(Germany – Read Full Timeline):  Major Nazi figures were put on trial in these famous 1945-46 war crimes trials.  _________________________
§	(Germany – Read Full Timeline):  This Christian Democratic politician was chancellor from 1982 through unification until 1998.  ___________________
§	(Germany – Read Full Timeline):  This far-right political party made a breakthrough to third place nationally in the 2017 elections.  ____________________________
§	(Greece):  Greece fought a three-year war with this European nation in the immediate aftermath of World War I.  ________________
§	(Greece):  True or False – Greece was divided by a three-year civil war after World War II.  _____________
§	(Greece):  True or False – Greece was one of the nations most directly impacted by the global financial crisis of 2008.  ________________
§	(Hungary):  Hungary has been ruled for more than the past decade by this right-wing populist.  _____________________  What is his political party?  __________________
§	(Hungary):  Hungary was briefly ruled by this communist leader in the immediate aftermath of World War I?  _____________________
§	 (Hungary):  Hungary lost some two-thirds of its territory to newly-created European nations as a result of which 1920 treaty?  ___________________________________
§	(Hungary):  This authoritarian leader ruled Hungary in the interwar period and helped to ally Hungary with Nazi Germany in World War II.  _________________________
§	(Hungary):  In which year did the Soviet army crush a revolution in Hungary?  _________________
§	(Hungary):  True or False – Hungary is a member of both NATO and the European Union.  ________________
§	(Iceland):  Icelanders voted in a referendum to a cut all ties with Denmark and become an independent republic in which year?  _____________
§	(Ireland):  This World War I-era nationalist revolt was crushed by the British in 1916.  _______________________
§	(Ireland):  These guerrillas organized an insurgency against Britain in support of Irish independence immediately after World War I.  ___________________________
§	(Ireland):  The nickname given to Ireland as a result of its rapid economic growth in the 1990s and into the new millennium.  ___________________
§	(Italy):  This populist media mogul dominated Italian politics at the turn of the millennium.  ____________________________
§	(Italy – Read Full Timeline):  Mussolini’s Italy invaded this African nation in 1935.  _______________
§	(Italy – Read Full Timeline):  The leader of the far-right Northern League, he is one of Italy’s most powerful and controversial politicians.  __________________________
§	(Lithuania):  This Russian territory hosts the Russian Navy’s Baltic Fleet and shares a major border with Lithuania.  ______________________
§	(Lithuania):  True or False – Lithuania was an independent nation in the interwar era but then was forcefully incorporated into the Soviet Union between 1940 and 1991.  _______________
§	(Macedonia):  That Macedonia is officially named the Republic of North Macedonia is a result of long-running tensions over history and geography with this nation.  __________________
§	(Malta):  Malta attained independence from this European nation in 1964.  ______________
§	(Malta):  The 2017 assassination of this investigative journalist led not just to a murder inquiry but to revelations about political corruption at the highest levels.  _____________________________
§	(Montenegro):  Montenegrans voted in a 2006 referendum to separate from this nation and became independent themselves.  ___________________
§	(Netherlands):  True or False – The Netherlands was occupied by Germany in both World War I and World War II.  _______________
§	(Netherlands):  This Dutch colony attained its independence in 1975.  ____________________
§	(Netherlands):  This Dutch port is Europe’s largest.  ___________________
§	(Norway):  An ex-premier, he became NATO’s secretary general.  ___________________________
§	(Norway):  Norway gained its independence from which European nation in 1905?  ___________________
§	(Norway):  True or False – Norway is a member of the European Union.  ______________
§	(Norway):  More than 70 Norwegians were killed in a 2011 terrorist attack by this far-right ideologue.  ________________________
§	(Norway – Read Full Timeline):  This leader headed a Nazi collaborationist government in Norway during World War II.  ______________________
§	(Poland):  This Poland trade union movement emerged out of strikes at the Gdansk shipyard in 1980.  ____________________
§	(Poland):  This populist and nationalist party has ruled Poland since 2015.  __________________________
§	(Poland):  True or False – Poland was established as an independent nation in 1918 after more than a century of foreign rule.  _______________
§	(Poland):  True or False – Poland lost some territory to the Soviet Union at the end of World War II but gained some from Germany.  ______________
§	(Poland):  A long-time labour activist, he was elected President in 1990 after the fall of communism in Poland.  __________________________
§	(Poland – Read Full Timeline): True or False – Both Germany and the Soviet Union invaded Poland in 1939.  _______________
§	(Poland – Read Full Timeline):  Approximately 22,000 Polish officers were executed on Stalin’s orders in 1940 in this forest – the Russians acknowledged the war crime in the late 1980s.  ________________
§	(Poland – Read Full Timeline):  This Pole was elected Pope in 1978.  ____________________
§	(Poland – Read Full Timeline):  True or False – Poland is a member of NATO.  ________________
§	(Poland – Read Full Timeline):  True or False – 2018 legislation made it an offense to attribute Holocaust-related atrocities to the Polish state.  _____________
§	(Portugal):  The handover of this overseas territory in 1999 to China marked the end of Portugal’s long history as a colonial power.  _______________
§	(Portugal):  Approximately how many Portuguese speakers are there around the world today, a legacy of Portugal’s colonial history?  _________________
§	(Portugal):  The Revolution of the Carnations of what year marked Portugal’s transition from authoritarian to democratic rule?  ______________
§	(Portugal):  This authoritarian leader ruled Portugal from 1932 until 1968.  __________________________________
§	(Portugal):  What are the five Portuguese colonies that gained independence as part of the transition to democratic rule?  _____________________; __________________; _____________________; ____________________; _________________________
§	(Romania):  This long-time Communist leader was overthrown and then executed in 1989.  ___________________________
§	(Romania):  Romania won full independence in 1877-78 from which empire?  _____________________
§	(Romania):  True or False – Romania sided with the Nazis for most of World War II.  ________________
§	(Russia):  What is the name of Russia’s state-run oil and gas producer?  _____________________
§	(Russia):  In what year did Stalin die?  _______________
§	(Russia – Read Full Timeline):  This Soviet satellite became the first to orbit Earth in 1957.  ___________________
§	(Russia – Read Full Timeline):  This Russian astronaut became the first to orbit Earth in 1961.  ______________________
§	(Russia – Read Full Timeline):  The name given to 1980s-era reformer Mikhail Gorbachev’s attempt to restructure the Soviet economy.  ________________  The name given to the policy of loosening political and cultural restrictions.  _________________
§	(Russia – Read Full Timeline):  Russian troops fought a war in 1994-95 to recapture this breakaway republic.  ____________________
§	(Russia – Read Full Timeline):  He was replaced by Vladimir Putin in 1999 as prime minister of Russia after a decade of rule.  ______________________
§	(Russia – Read Full Timeline):  The nickname given to the industrial magnates who acquired tremendous wealth and power in the Russia of the 1990s as a result of the collapse of the Soviet Union and the privatization policies of President Boris Yeltsin.  _________________
§	(Russia – Read Full Timeline):  This oil magnate and potential Putin political rival was arrested in 2003 and first imprisoned and ultimately exiled.  ____________________________
§	(Russia – Read Full Timeline):  More than 380 people died in 2004 as the result of a hostage-taking incident by Chechen and Ingush Islamists in this North Ossetian town.  _________________
§	(Russia – Read Full Timeline):  This Kremlin critic died of polonium poisoning in London in 2006.  __________________________
§	(Russia – Read Full Timeline):  What did Russia and the U.S. sign in 2010?  ____________________________________
§	(Russia – Read Full Timeline):  This anti-corruption blogger and long-time Kremlin critic was poisoned with the nerve agent Novichok in 2020.  _________________________________
§	(Serbia):  Name the six republics of the old Socialist Republic of Yugoslavia that are now all independent nations.  ______________; _________________; __________________; ______________________; ______________________; _________________________
§	(Serbia):  He ruled as the Communist leader of the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia from the end of World War II until his death in 1980.  ________________________
§	(Serbia):  President of Serbia at time of the disintegration of Yugoslavia, he would die in his prison cell in The Hague in 2006 while on trial on charges of genocide and war crimes.  ____________________________
§	(Serbia):  This 1995 agreement brought to an end the war in Bosnia that had killed 100,000.  ___________________________
§	(Spain):  He died peacefully in 1975 after ruling Spain for 36 years as a dictator.  __________________________
§	(Spain):  This region of Spain held non-binding independence referendums in 2014 and 2017.  ____________________
§	(Spain – Read Full Timeline):  A violent campaign led by the separatist group Eta in this northern Spanish region has led to some 850 deaths over the past four decades.  ____________________
§	(Spain – Read Full Timeline):  Previously celebrated for his role in thwarting the 1981 coup attempt, he resigned as monarch in 2014 in the midst of a corruption and personal scandal.  ______________________
§	(Sweden):  Ruling from the left for most of the post-war era, this political party has helped give birth to the term “the Swedish model” to refer to that nation’s vision of a highly developed welfare state.  _____________________
§	(Sweden):  True or False – Sweden has taken in far more migrants than any other EU country since the beginning of the migration crisis in 2015.  _____________
§	(Sweden):  True or False – Sweden declared neutrality at the outbreak of World War II.  ____________
§	(Switzerland):  In what year did Swiss women gain the right to vote in federal elections?  ________________
§	(Turkey):  The first President of the Turkish republic, his name and face remain omnipresent to the current day.  __________________________
§	(Turkey):  True or False – European Union membership talks began with Turkey in 2005, but stalled over serious concerns about Turkey’s human rights record.  _____________
§	(Turkey):  He has been Turkey’s dominant politician since his election as Prime Minister in 2003.  _____________________  What is the name of his political party?  _____________________________
§	(Turkey):  This Kurdish guerrilla group launched an insurgency in the 1980s.  ________________
§	(Turkey):  True or False – Voters approved a strengthened centralized Presidency in a 2017 referendum.  ______________
§	(Ukraine):  Russia seized and annexed this region of Ukraine in March 2014 following the ouster of President Victor Yanukovych.  ________________
§	(Ukraine):  He played a fictional president in a televised comedy program before ascending to the presidency as a political outsider in 2019.  ________________________________
§	(Ukraine):  A reactor meltdown at this Ukrainian nuclear power plant in 1986 sent a radioactive cloud across much of Europe.  __________________
§	(Ukraine):  What was the “colour” of the 2004 revolution that brought some political reforms to Ukraine?  ________________
§	(Ukraine):  What was the name of the 2014 protest movement that forced a pro-Kremlin government from power?  __________________________
§	(Ukraine):  Since independence in 1991, Ukraine has had recurring tensions between the west-leaning, Ukrainian-speaking citizens in the western part of the country and the more heavily ______________-speaking population in the east.  _____________________
§	(United Kingdom):  What are the four nations of the United Kingdom?  ____________; _______________; __________________; ______________
§	(United Kingdom):  In what year did Queen Elizabeth II ascend to the throne?  _______________
§	(United Kingdom):  He became Prime Minister in 2019.  _________________
§	(United Kingdom):  As Labour Leader and Prime Minister immediately after World War II he helped to usher in the welfare state.  __________________
§	(United Kingdom):  Coming to power as a Conservative Prime Minister in 1979, she pushed throughout the 1980s for deregulation of the British economy.  __________________________
§	(United Kingdom):  True or False – The United Kingdom is a member of the European Union.  ___________
§	(United Kingdom – Read Full Timeline):  This 1998 political accord ended decades of violent conflict in Northern Ireland.  _______________________
§	(United Kingdom – Read Full Timeline):  Voters here in 2014 rejected independence from Britain in a referendum.  _________________
§	(Vatican):  True or False – The Vatican is the smallest independent state in the world.  __________________
§	(Vatican):  The boundaries of the current state were a result of the Lateran Treaty of 1929 and negotiation between the Vatican and _________________.
§	(Vatican):  He became the first Latin American Pope in 2013.  _____________________


European Territories
§	(Greenland):  Greenland is an autonomous dependent territory of what nation?  _______________
§	(Kosovo):  What is the majority ethnic group within Kosovo?  ____________
§	(Kosovo):  Many ____________ regard Kosovo as the birthplace of their nation.
§	(Kosovo):  This 1389 battle was injected into the propaganda wars of the 1990s.  ____________________

International Organizations
§	(African Union):  Loosely modeled on the European Union and established in 2002, the African Union was the brainchild of which leader?  ____________________________
§	(European Union):  How many nations joined the EU on May 1, 2004?  ____
§	(European Union):  This reform treaty came into force in 2009 after attempts to formalize a constitution failed at the national level.  _______________
§	(European Union):  These two post-World War II French statesmen are regarded as the forefathers of the EU.  ________________________; ___________________________
§	(European Union):  Who were the original six members of the European Coal and Steel Community?  _______________; ___________________; ________________; _______________; _______________; _____________
§	(European Union):  Where was the 1991 treaty signed that established the European Union as the successor to the European Communities?  ______________________
§	(European Union):  This common currency was adopted by 11 member EU states in 1999.  ________________
§	(European Union):  Name the three European Union nations who have opted out of the euro and still retain their own currency.  ________________; ______________________; ______________________
§	(IMF and World Bank):  The International Monetary Fund and the World Bank were set up at this 1944 New Hampshire conference.  __________________
§	(IMF and World Bank):  By tradition, the IMF is headed by a person from ____________ , while the World Bank is run by someone from ____________.
§	(IMF and World Bank):  Who is the current director of the IMF?  _________________________
§	(Opec):  Who were the five original members of Opec when it was founded in 1960?  _________________; _______________; ____________________; ________________; _______________
§	(NATO):  What does NATO stand for?  ____________________________
§	(NATO):  the Soviet Union formed this alliance in 1955 as a counterweight to NATO; it dissolved after the collapse of the U.S.S.R.?  ________________
§	(NATO):  They became the first three former Eastern bloc nations to join NATO in 1999.  _______________; _______________; _________________
§	(NATO):  NATO invoked Article Five of its constitution, which declares an attack on one is an attack on all, for the first time in its history in response to which terrorist attack?  ________________________________
§	(NATO):  Which national leader declared NATO “brain dead” on the eve of its 70th anniversary?  ___________________
§	(Red Cross):  The Red Cross is in theory the guardian of which humanitarian safeguards?  ________________________________
§	(United Nations):  How many member states belong to the United Nations?  _____________
§	(United Nations):  It serves as the UN’s main forum for debate.  _____________________
§	(United Nations):  What five nations are permanent members of the Security Council?  ______________; _________________; _________________; __________________; ______________________  How many other nations serve on the Security Council on a rotating basis?  ______________
§	(United Nations):  It serves as the main judicial branch of the UN.  _____________________________  Where is it based?  ________________
§	(UN Security Council):  A former Prime Minister of Portugal, he is currently Secretary-General of the UN.  __________________________
§	(UN Security Council):  What special power does each of the five permanent members of the Security Council have?  ________________


The Americas
§	 (Argentina):  This populist President was ousted in a 1955 coup.  ________________________
§	(Argentina):  The nickname given to the Argentinian military’s brutal crackdown on leftists in the late 1970s.  _____________________
§	(Bolivia):  The first President to come from Bolivia’s indigenous majority, he ruled from 2005 to 2019 and supported a variety of radical policies.  ________________________________
§	(Bolivia):  He became Bolivia’s first President after liberating the country from Spanish colonial control.  ______________________________
§	(Brazil):  What European power colonized Brazil?  ________________
§	(Brazil):  This controversial populist was elected President in 2018.  ___________________________
§	(Brazil):  When was slavery abolished in Brazil?  ________________
§	(Brazil):  The capital was moved in 1960 from Rio de Janeiro to this new city.  ________________________
§	(Brazil):  This Workers’ Party candidate rose to the Presidency in 2002.  ___________________________________
§	(Brazil):  Brazil’s first female President, she was impeached for illegally using money from state banks for public spending in 2016.  ___________________
§	(Brazil):  The state oil company, it has been implicated in a massive corruption scandal.  ___________________
§	(Chile):  Chile increased its territory by one-third through defeating Peru and Bolivia in this 1879-84 war.  ______________________________
§	(Chile):  He came to power in Chile through a 1973 coup and then ruled as a military strongman for the next 17 years.  _____________________
§	(Chile):  He became in 1970 the world’s first democratically elected Marxist President.  _________________________
§	(Colombia):  At least 250,000 Colombians were killed in this 1950s-era civil war.  ___________________________
§	(Colombia):  The government signed a peace agreement with this leftist guerrilla group in 2016, ending 52 years of conflict.  _________________
§	(Colombia – Read Full Timeline):  This Medellin drug lord was killed by government forces in 1993.  __________________________
§	(Costa Rica):  True or False – Costa Rica is the only Central American state without a permanent standing army.  ________________
§	(Cuba):  This American-backed dictator was overthrown in the 1959 election.  _________________________________
§	(Cuba):  He replaced Fidel Castro as the leader of Cuba in 2008.  ______________________________
§	(Cuba):  This nation has imposed an embargo upon Cuba since the revolution but agreed to normalize relations in 2014.  ______________________
§	(Cuba):  American-backed Cuban exiles were defeated here in 1961 when they invaded Cuba.  ______________________
§	(Cuba):  This October 1962 Cold War showdown over Cuba left the U.S. and the Soviet Union on the precipice of nuclear war.  _____________________
§	(Cuba):  Some 300,000 Cuban troops were sent to this African nation beginning in 1975 to fight against South African-backed rebels.  ___________
§	(Cuba – Read Full Timeline):  This independence leader fought against Spanish colonial control in the 1890s and remains a national hero to this day.  _________________________
§	(Cuba – Read Full Timeline):  This amendment kept the island under American “protection” after the Spanish-American War and gave the U.S. the right to intervene in Cuban affairs.  ____________________________
§	(Cuba – Read Full Timeline):  Prisoners captured in the American invasion of Afghanistan were transferred to the American detention facility at this Cuban location starting in 2002.  _______________________________
§	(Dominican Republic):  The Dominican Republic shares the island of Hispaniola with which other nation?  _____________________
§	(Dominican Republic):  He ruled as dictator of the Dominican Republic from 1930 until his assassination in 1961.  _______________________________
§	(Ecuador):  Ecuador has fought brief wars in 1941 and 1995 with this nation.  ___________________
§	(El Salvador):  This brief 1969 war with Honduras left some 4,000 dead.  _________________________
§	(El Salvador):  This archbishop was assassinated in 1980 by army-backed forces in the midst of the nation’s bitter civil war that did not end until 1992.  ________________________
§	(Grenada):  This prime minister was assassinated in 1983 after a coup.  ______________________  Which nation invaded Grenada shortly thereafter?  __________________
§	(Guatemala):  Democratically-elected Jacobo Arbenz was overthrown in a CIA-backed coup in what year?  ________________
§	(Guatemala):  This campaigner for Mayan rights was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize in 1992 near the end of the four-decade-long civil war that killed more than 200,000.  ______________________________
§	(Guyana):  True or False – It is the only English-speaking country in South America.  __________________
§	(Guyana):  The abolition of slavery in Guyana in 1834 led to indentured laborers being brought in from which British colony?  ______________
§	(Guyana):  More than 900 members of Jim Jones’s People’s Temple religious cult died here in 1978.  ______________________
§	(Haiti):  Who was assassinated in July 2021 by unidentified gunmen?  ____________________________
§	(Haiti):  Rebel slaves had defeated this colonial power by 1804 as Haiti became the world’s first black-led republic.  ________________
§	(Haiti):  Which nation occupied Haiti militarily between 1915 and 1934?  _____________________
§	(Haiti):  This family (“Papa Doc” and “Baby Doc”) ruled Haiti during a brutal 29-year dictatorship.  _______________________
§	(Haiti):  This former priest has been overthrown twice as national leader, once in 1991 and again in 2004.  _______________________________
§	(Haiti):  More than 200,000 people were killed as a result of this 2010 natural disaster.  _____________________
§	(Jamaica):  Jamaica gained its independence from this colonial power in 1962.  _____________________
§	(Jamaica – Read Full Timeline):  This People’s National Party leader was Prime Minister several times in the 1970s through the early 1990s.  ____________________________
§	(Mexico):  A former mayor of Mexico City, this left-wing populist was elected President in 2018 after two earlier unsuccessful bids.  ________________________________  What is his nickname?  __________
§	(Mexico):  Mexico lost its northern provinces to this nation in an 1846-48 war a mere two decades after its independence.  ___________________
§	(Mexico):  What political party dominated Mexico from the time of the revolution up until the opening up of the political process in the 1990s?  _______________________________
§	(Mexico):  Hundreds of protesters were killed or wounded by security forces in 1968 at the time of this international event.  _________________________
§	(Mexico):  This Mexican rebel movement organized an uprising in the southern state of Chiapas in 1994 on behalf of indigenous rights – their name was inspired by the memory of the revolutionary leader Emiliano Zapata.  __________________________
§	(Nicaragua):  This family dynasty ruled Nicaragua with an iron hand and with American backing from 1937 until the 1979 Revolution.  ________________
§	(Nicaragua):  named after an early 20th century rebel, this left-wing group came to power in Nicaragua in 1979.  _________________________
§	(Nicaragua):  Coming to power through the 1979 Revolution, he has ruled as national leader most years ever since.  ______________________
§	(Nicaragua):  These right-wing insurgents received American backing during the civil war of the early 1980s.  ____________________
§	(Panama):  It remained under U.S. control from 1914 until 1999.  __________________________
§	(Panama):  The U.S. invaded Panama in 1989 and overthrew this military ruler.  _______________________
§	(Panama):  These leaked 2016 documents revealed how members of the global elite used tax havens to hide their wealth and showed that Panama itself was one of the most important tax shelters.  ____________________
§	(Paraguay):  The 35-year dictatorship under this military ruler ended in 1989.  _______________________________
§	(Paraguay):  Paraguay lost much of its territory in this 1865-70 war with Argentina, Brazil, and Uruguay.  ___________________________
§	(Paraguay):  Six decades of one-party rule by this party was only interrupted in 2008.  _______________________
§	(Peru):  These two leftist guerrilla groups waged an insurgency against the Peruvian state between 1980 and 2000.  _______________________; __________________________________
§	(Peru):  This left-wing school teacher was elected President in a closely and bitter contest in 2021.  ______________________
§	(Peru):  President during the 1990s, he was removed from office in 2000 for abuse of his office and ultimately received a 25-year prison term for human rights violations.  ____________________
§	(Trinidad And Tobago):  Part of the distinctiveness of this Caribbean island derives from its colonial history – Spain ceded Trinidad to Britain in 1802 and France ceded Tobago in 1814 before the islands were combined into a single British colony in 1889.  The peoples of the country are largely of these two backgrounds.  _______________; ____________________
§	(Venezuela):  The architect of Venezuela’s left-wing “Bolivarian revolution,” he died of cancer in 2013.  _____________________
§	(Venezuela):  He has ruled Venezuela as President since 2013, though many within the international community did not accept the 2018 election results.  ______________________
§	(Falkland Islands):  Contested claims to these islands led to a brief but intense 1982 war between what two nations?  ______________; ________________
§	(Falkland Islands):  True or False – Islanders voted in a 2013 referendum to remain a British overseas territory.  ____________

Middle East Countries
§	(Bahrain):  True or False – Bahrain has a Sunni majority population but is ruled by a Shiite monarch.  ____________
§	(Jordan):  He has ruled Jordan as king since 1999.  ____________________
§	(Jordan):  He was assassinated in 1951 inside the al-Aqsa Mosque by Palestinian gunmen upset at his apparent cooperation with Israel.  __________________________
§	(Jordan):  He ruled Jordan for 46 years between 1953 and 1999.  ___________________
§	(Kuwait):  Kuwait gained its independence from which colonial power in 1961?  _____________________
§	(Kuwait):  When did Kuwaiti women gain the right to vote and run in parliamentary elections?  ______________
§	(Lebanon):  These are the four main population groups in this religiously and ethnically diverse nation.  _________________; ____________________; _______________________; __________________
§	(Lebanon):  This former Prime Minister was assassinated with a car bomb in 2005.  _____________________
§	(Qatar):  This influential pan-Arab and international media organization is owned by the Qatari government.  __________________
§	(Qatar):  This Arab neighbor organized a transport blockade against Qatar in 2017 in an effort to get it to cut its connections with radical Islamist groups and to distance itself from Iran.  _______________

Asia-Pacific Countries
§	(Australia):  When did British colonists first arrive in Australia?  __________
§	(Australia):  Approximately what percentage of Australians are indigenous?  _________
§	(Australia):  What was the name of Australia’s racist immigration policy that has only been dismantled in the post-World War II era?  _________________________
§	(Brunei)  A British protectorate since 1888, Brunei gained full independence in what year?  ________________
§	(Brunei)  True or False – In 2014, Brunei adopted strict Islamic Sharia law.  ________________
§	(Cambodia):  This radical Communist group was in power during the Cambodian genocide of 1975 to 1978 that led to some 2 million deaths.  _____________________  Who was the leader of this group?  ______________
§	(Cambodia):  He has been the Prime Minister of Cambodia since 1985.  ___________________
§	(China):  In what year did the Communists found the People’s Republic of China?  ______________
§	(China):  He came to power in 2012-2013 as the hand-picked successor of his predecessor Hu Jintao and has ruled in an increasingly authoritarian style.  _____________________
§	(China):  He became President of the Republic of China in 1911-12 with the abdication of the last Manchu emperor.  __________________
§	(China):  China invaded this neighboring region in 1950.  _____________
§	(China):  What was the name given by Mao Zedong to China’s state-enforced 1950s program of industrialization and agricultural collectivization?  ________________________
§	(China):  In what year did Mao Zedong die?  ______________
§	(China):  This pragmatic leader initiated a series of major economic reforms not long after Mao’s death.  _____________________
§	(China – Read Full Timeline):  This 1934-35 heroic retreat to a new base in Shaanzi Province became a founding myth of the Chinese Communist Party.  __________________
§	(China – Read Full Timeline):  China engaged in a brief war in 1962 with this neighbor over its disputed Himalayan border.  ____________
§	(China – Read Full Timeline):  This American President visited China in 1972, setting in motion a series of negotiations that would lead towards the establishing of diplomatic relations in 1979.  ____________________
§	(China – Read Full Timeline):  Mao’s widow and her political allies were given this nickname by those who ultimately bested them in the struggle for power that followed Mao’s death.  ______________________
§	(China – Read Full Timeline):  This massive infrastructure project took 16 years to complete and created a lake some 600 kilometers long.  _________________________
§	(China – Read Full Timeline):  NATO bombed the Chinese embassy in this city in 1999.  _________________
§	(China – Read Full Timeline):  True or False – China still refuses to become a member of the World Trade Organization.  ______________
§	(East Timor):  A former Portuguese colony, East Timor gained its independence from this nation in 2002.  _________________
§	(Fiji):  Rivalry between these two ethnic groups has been a source of political instability in Fiji since its independence in 1970.  _____________________; __________________
§	(Indonesia):  Indonesia gained independence from this colonial power in 1949.  _________________________
§	(Indonesia):  He came to power in 1966 and ruled with an authoritarian hand until being toppled in 1998.  __________________
§	(Indonesia – Read Full Timeline):  The eruption of this volcano in 1883 caused a devastating tsunami.  _______________________
§	(Indonesia – Read Full Timeline):  These islands waged an unsuccessful independence struggle in the 1950s.  ___________________
§	(Indonesia – Read Full Timeline):  Hundreds of thousands of suspected Communists were massacred by government forces and vigilantes in this year.  ______________
§	(Indonesia – Read Full Timeline):  This year marked the transition to Indonesian democracy.  ________________
§	(Japan):  This emperor abdicated in 2019 after a reign of 30 years.  ________________________
§	(Japan):  This nation’s navy forced Japan to open up to foreign influence in 1853 after more than two centuries of isolation.  ________________
§	(Japan):  Japan annexed this colony in 1910.  ___________________
§	(Kazakhstan):  He ruled Kazakhstan from its time of independence in 1991 until 2019.  __________________________________
§	(North Korea):  The three supreme leaders in North Korea so far are the grandfather, ____________________, who ruled from the nation’s founding until 1994; the father, ________________________, who was President from 1994 until 2011; and the son, _____________________, who has been in power since 2011.
§	(North Korea):  The Bush administration named North Korea in 2002 as one of this triumvirate of nations, which also included Iran and Iraq.  ______________________
§	(South Korea):  True or False – South Korea has remained technically at war with the North since 1953.  _______________
§	(Laos):  This Communist group overthrew the monarchy in 1975.  ______________________
§	(Malaysia):  Members of this ethnic minority hold much of the economic power in Malaysia.  ________________
§	(Malaysia):  Politics had been dominated by this party since independence in 1957.  ____________________
§	(Malaysia):  This economic powerhouse withdrew from Malaysia in 1965.  ____________________
§	(Malaysia):  Ethnic Malaysia of this religion form about 60% of the country’s population.  ___________________
§	(Myanmar):  Myanmar was under the control of a military junta from __________ until ______________.
§	(Myanmar):  These Muslims in Rakhine State have not been recognized by the government as free and equal citizens and have been victims of ethnic cleansing since 2017.  __________________
§	(Myanmar):  A former Nobel Peace Prize winner for her role in 1989’s democracy protests, she became on of the de facto leaders of the country in 2015 but was jailed in 2021 with the overthrow of her government in an army coup.  ___________________
§	(New Zealand):  This Labour Party leader was elected as Prime Minister in 2017.  ______________________
§	(New Zealand – Read Full Timeline):  True or False – New Zealand was the first country in the world in which women gained the right to vote.  ___________
§	(New Zealand – Read Full Timeline):  In which year did New Zealand gain full independence from Britain.  ______________
§	(New Zealand – Read Full Timeline):  This Cold War-era security treaty was signed between New Zealand, Australia, and the United States in 1951.  _______________________________
§	(New Zealand – Read Full Timeline):  French secret service agents blew up this Greenpeace ship in Auckland Harbour in 1985.  ___________________
§	(New Zealand – Read Full Timeline):  Fifty people were killed in a 2019 far-right terrorist attack at two mosques in this city.  ___________________
§	(Papua New Guinea):  This detention centre has been used since 2013 to house asylum seekers who have tried to reach Australia by boat.  _______________________
§	(Philippines):  The Philippines was a colony of this European nation for more than 300 years.  _____________
§	(Philippines):  This nation seized the Philippines as a colony as a result of war in 1898.  __________________
§	(Philippines):  His two-decade-long era of strongman rule in the Philippines was ended by the “People Power” revolt of 1986.  ______________________
§	(Philippines):  This dissident lawyer was assassinated in 1983; his daughter would later become President.  ___________________
§	(Taiwan):  Losing the Chinese Civil War to Mao Zedong’s Communist forces, this Nationalist leader ruled Taiwan with a heavy hand from 1949 to his death in 1975.  ________________________
§	(Thailand):  Since 2001, Thai politics has been dominate4d by divisions between the supporters and opponents of this figure, who was removed as Prime Minister by the military in 2006.  _______________________________
§	(Thailand):  The nation’s constitutional monarch since 2016, he has been criticized by democratic activists for his lavish lifestyle and links to the military.  _____________________________
§	(Thailand):  True or False – The military has seized power twelve times since the end of the absolute monarchy in 1932.  ______________
§	(Vietnam):  True or False – Vietnam is a one-party Communist state.  __________
§	(Vietnam):  He led Vietnamese resistance against first the French and then the American forces, Saigon would be re-named in his honour after its 1975 fall to the Communists.  ____________________
§	(Vietnam):  Post-World War II Vietnam was partitioned between North and South in what year?  ______________
§	(Vietnam):  Hundreds of thousands of these refugees fled Vietnam is the immediate aftermath of the Communist takeover in 1975.  ___________________



Asia-Pacific Territories
§	(Hong Kong):  Hong Kong became a special administrative region of China in what year?  __________________
§	(Hong Kong):  The name given to the special autonomous political, economic, and social arrangements that were to be preserved in Hong Kong for at least the first fifty years after the handover of Hong Kong from Britain to China.  ___________________________
§	(Hong Kong):  Britain acquired Hong Kong as a colony as a result of this 1842 conflict.  _____________________
§	(Tibet):  He fled Tibet ion 1959 after a failed anti-Chinese uprising and set up a government-in-exile in India.  _____________________
§	(Xinjiang):  Approximately 8 million of Xinjiang’s 19 million people belong to this Turkic-speaking Muslim ethnic group.  ___________________
§	(Xingjiang – Read Full Profile):  When did China formally set up Xinjiang Province?  _______________
§	(Xinjiang – Read Full Profile):  China set up its nuclear testing facility here, conducting the first test in 1964.  ________________

South Asia Countries
§	(Afghanistan):  What is the name the Taliban has given to their government in Kabul?  _________________________________
§	(Afghanistan):  In what year did the Soviets invade Afghanistan?  _____________
§	(Afghanistan):  In what year did the Taliban seize control of Kabul, before being ousted from power by the Americans in their 2001 invasion?  ___________________
§	(Bangladesh):  What was Bangladesh previously known as before it gained its independence in a 1971 civil war?  ____________________
§	(Bangladesh):  She has served as Bangladesh’s Prime Minister since 2006.  ___________________  What is her political party?  ____________________  Her father, _________________________, was a prominent Bangladeshi independence leader before being killed in a 1975 military coup.
§	(India):  He was elected Prime Minister in 2014.  ____________________  What is his political party?  _____________________________________
§	(India):  An Indian Prime Minister, she was killed by her own bodyguards in 1984 after ordering the army to forcibly remove Sikh militants from the Golden Temple in Amritsar.  ______________________
§	(India – Read Full Timeline):  A gas leak at a Union Carbide pesticide plant in this city in 1984 killed thousands.  ____________________
§	(India – Read Full Timeline):  This Prime Minister was assassinated in 1991 by a suicide bomber sympathetic to Sri Lanka’s Tamil Tigers.  _____________________________
§	(India – Read Full Timeline):  In 1992, Hindu extremists demolished the Babri Mosque at a site associated with the God Ram in this holy city.  ________________________
§	(India – Read Full Timeline):  Indo-Pakistani tensions over Kashmir led to a brief war between the two nations in this region in 1999.  ________________
§	(India – Read Full Timeline):  Islamist militants associated with the Pakistani movement Lashkar-e-Taiba launched a large-scale terrorist attack in this Indian city in 2008.  _________________
§	(Pakistan):  A former international cricket star, he was elected Prime Minister in 2018 with his Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf (PRI) Party.  _________________
§	(Pakistan):  This former Prime Minister was assassinated in 2007.  ________________________
§	(Pakistan – Read Full Timeline):  This Populist Prime Minister ruled for much of the 1970s but was executed in 1979.  ___________________________
§	(Pakistan – Read Full Timeline):  This general came to power in 1977 through a coup and ruled for much of the 1980s; he pushed Pakistan in a more Islamist direction.  _________________________
§	(Pakistan – Read Full Timeline):  Historically, it has been the party of the Bhuttos.  ________________________________
§	(Pakistan – Read Full Timeline):  Rising to power through a 1999 coup, he ruled Pakistan as President for much of the first decade of the new millennium.  ______________________________
§	(Pakistan – Read Full Timeline):  He was killed by American Special Forces in Abbottabad in 2011.  _______________________
§	(Pakistan – Read Full Timeline):  She was shot in the head by the Taliban in 2014 but would survive and become the youngest ever winner of the Nobel Peace Prize.  _____________________________
§	(Sri Lanka):  The long civil war that ended in 2009 pitted the majority ________________ against the predominantly Hindu ________________ minority in the north and east.
§	(Sri Lanka):  When did Sri Lanka gained its independence from the British?  ________________

South Asia Territories
§	(Kashmir – Read Full Profile):  True or False – Kashmir was a Hindu-majority state at the time of Partition.  _______________
§	(Kashmir – Read Full Profile):  True or False – China occupied parts of Kashmir in the 1950s and has a disputed border with India.  ____________
§	(Kashmir – Read Full Profile):  What is the ceasefire line for the 1947-48 war now known as?  ________________________
§	(Kashmir – Read Full Profile):  Pakistan and India clashed in 1999 on this Kashmiri Glacier.  ___________________

